Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites: 1-5 June
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories:
- Coronavirus an excuse for mass censorship.
- Coronavirus is a hoax.
- Coronavirus is weakening.
- A military state is coming and arms are needed.
- Coronavirus cures are used for population control.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

- Google
- infolinks
- criteo
- Amazon
- Taboola
- TRG

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:

amazon.com
SEAT
ebay
PayPal
Spotify
Bitdefender
Deutsche Bank
Dunkin' Donuts
NETFLIX
Bloomberg
statista
prime video
W
DELL
VISA
FEMA
VEEAM
vimeo
wayfair
Sparkasse
lendingtree
one medical
FRESHLY
MACK WELDON
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- The ad serving domain has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (whenever available in the browser status bar).
George Floyd Had Tested Positive for Coronavirus Before His Fatal Police Encounter

Floyd once tested positive for the evil Chinese virus.
Bloomberg ad delivered by Google

George Floyd Had Tested Positive for Coronavirus Before His Fatal Police Encounter

Floyd once tested positive for the evil Chinese virus.

Published 1 day ago on Jun 3, 2020
By Shane Trejo
George Floyd Had Tested Positive for Coronavirus Before His Fatal Police Encounter

Floyd once tested positive for the evil Chinese virus.

By Shane Trejo
Facebook Mass Censoring Any MENTION of the Word ‘Coronavirus’

Pathetic level of censorship.

Published 2 weeks ago on May 25, 2020
By Richard Moorhead
Dunkin ad delivered by Infolinks - Waking Times

COVID-19 EXPOSED THE TRUTH: LAWS, RULES, & REGULATIONS ARE FUTILE, HUMANS WERE BORN FREE

June 4, 2020
COVID-19 EXPOSED THE TRUTH: LAWS, RULES, & REGULATIONS ARE FUTILE, HUMANS WERE BORN FREE

The one good thing to come out of the COVID-19 panic is the increasing awareness of the general public. The scamdemic has exposed the futility of most rules, laws, and regulations, as people have found out they don't have to obey any ruler or politician because they were born free.
Doctor reveals: COVID-19 is losing potency

'In reality, the virus clinically no longer exists in Italy'

By WND Staff
Published June 1, 2020 at 1:05pm

https://www.amazon.ca/adprefs
Data: Left-Demanded Mass Transit Fueled Covid-19 Deaths

There appears to be no statistical connection between improved health outcomes and pandemic policies that forced nearly 40 million people into the unemployment lines.

There appears to be no statistical connection between the economic pain of the nationwide shutdowns and the number of COVID-19 cases or fatalities. None. Let that sink in for a moment, given we were told we had to lock down America to "flatten the curve" and save lives.

On the other hand, the data does suggest that reliance on mass transit is connected with virus cases and fatalities.

The latest state-level unemployment report was issued May 22 by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) for the month of April. The numbers are brutal, with each bit of cold data representing people who have lost their livelihoods, seeing their plans derailed by a virus released by what appears to be sloppy lab procedures in China.

Unlike the weekly drumbeat of unemployment insurance claims the Department of Labor publishes, this monthly BLS report includes people who have been unhired and...
The Lie of the ‘Politics-Free’ Pandemic and Pandemonium Policy
Marine: We Must Be Willing to Take Up Arms to Fight Virus Lockdown Orders [VIDEO]

QUOTE OF THE DAY

BY DAN ZIMMERMAN | MAY 26, 2020 | 262 COMMENTS
One Medical ad delivered by Google

Activist Post
Alternative News & Independent Views

Breaking the Paralysis of Servitude

TOPICS: Consciousness  Julian Rose  Mind Control

https://adssettings.google.com/whythisad?reasons=AB3afOEAAAAS0Wrtby-3RydWUsWzQ3XV0sW251bGwsLmh0dHBzOi8vZ29vZ2xlYWRzLmcyZG91YmxY2xpY2submV0L3BhZ2VhZC9jb252ZXJzaW9uLz9haT
YOUR “IMMUNITY PASSPORT” FUTURE BEGINS TO MATERIALIZE AS AIRLINES CALL FOR DIGITAL ID TRACKING SYSTEMS

May 26, 2020
The “Corona Hoax”, The Proliferation of Racial Riots. Towards a Military Lockdown?

By Peter Koos
Global Research, June 03, 2020

Theme: Intelligence, Law and Justice, Police State & Civil Rights, Science and Medicine
Region: USA

The “leak” – this time from the German Ministry of the Interior – shows a “secret” 93-page document, admitting basically how badly Germany reacted to the corona hoax – no, the paper doesn’t call it a “hoax”, but you can taste it between the lines. In essence it says the economic and social collateral damage is much, but much larger than the impact of COVID-19 – in terms of lives lost due to postponed treatment for cancer, heart and other life-threatening diseases, collapse of social infrastructure, despair, suicide, joblessness – no future in sight... for many the world just collapsed like a house of cards – no perspective nothing.

The paper also refers to other corona outbreaks from earlier years, and “regular” flu epidemics, which were much more serious than the 2020 one – the latter, COVID-19, denominated by WHO as a pandemic – under orders of the mighty behind the WEF - The World Economic Forum – the infamous Davos Club, to which also Bill Gates belongs, the vaccine tsar, who stated in a February 2010 Southern California TED Talk entitled “Innovating to Zero” –

“If we are doing a real good job [vaccinating], we can reduce the world population by 10% to 15%” (see this).

Please, for your own sake and for that of your children and children’s children, keep this always in mind, when you hear Bill Gates and vaccination. The one that we are all risking to be “forced” to get –
Wokevirus

People are forbidden from hugging relatives, going to work, and attending church or school, but crowding tightly together in vast violent mobs is not only tolerated but encouraged by the same liberal establishment that a few days ago supported even the most draconian social distancing decrees.

Nothing drives home the hypocrisy not to mention insanity of liberal anachotyranny than moonbats insisting on a thin pretext with impunity, even before the repressive COVID-19 lockdowns have been completely lifted.

It isn't easy to take the lockdowns that destroyed so many jobs at face value in light of this:

On a tip from Lyle.

By Dave Blount | 6 Comments

George Floyd Proves That Liberalism Is a Depraved Religion

Attempting to understand liberalism as an ideology gets us nowhere, because it is not based on reason. Putting it in terms of religion and psychopathy works better. Liberalism is a sickness...
Wayfair and Seat ads delivered by Taboola - 21st Century Wire

@21WIRE SAYS...

Patrick Henningsen

Anywhere you see the phrase, "the New Normal" - you should reject it. It's based on fraudulent premise that COVID19 is somehow fundamentally much greater threat than other infectious diseases, when it's not.

Anyone pushing this should be confronted and publically admonished.

1,354  8:16 PM - May 19, 2020
731 people are talking about this
data shows no connection between the increase in unemployment and either COVID-19 case rate, fatality rate, or even age-adjusted fatality rate.

Put another way, there appears to be no statistical connection between improved health outcomes and pandemic policies that forced nearly 40 million people into the unemployment lines. None.

One might expect to see that states that suffered the most in COVID cases or fatalities would also be the states with the highest increases in unemployment as politicians and public health officials in those areas instituted strict measures to slow the disease. Alternatively, states that hadn’t seen much in the way of the virus should be relatively better off economically.

Among the 15 most-populous states, New York has the highest COVID case rate, the highest death rate, and the highest age-adjusted death rate, while its unemployment rate jumped 10.8 percent from February to April.

At the other end of the spectrum, Texas has the lowest case rate, the lowest death rate, and the lowest age-adjusted death rate among the 15 most-populous states. Texas’ unemployment rate increased 9.3 percent over the past two months reported.
Ebay ad delivered by Google

Further, mass transit was declared an essential service. Thus, when New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo ordered nursing homes to accept COVID-19 patients, a policy now widely seen as a fatal error, that decision may have been compounded by the many health-care workers who commuted to those nursing homes on the subway, having caught the virus in the dark, damp, and poorly ventilated environment then becoming asymptomatic carriers.

While additional data will no doubt be discovered and analyzed for ideas as to how to best reduce the public health harm and economic damage from this and future pandemics, there appear to be strong indicators that one major policy initiative of the left could have a fatal result.

For instance, had the Green New Deal and its vision of a virtually carless future with trains, subways, and buses connecting densely packed transit-oriented developments been enacted 20 years ago, how bad might the nation’s virus losses have been so far? Social distancing and subway use are mutually exclusive—low passenger density defeats the purpose of the subway and any other mass transit system.

[Image of a chart comparing mass transit use per person in different districts, including New York and Washington, D.C.]
Further, mass transit was declared an essential service. Thus, when New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo ordered nursing homes to accept COVID-19 patients, a policy now widely seen as a fatal error, that decision may have been compounded by the many health-care workers who commuted to those nursing homes on the subway, having caught the virus in the dark, damp, and poorly ventilated environment then becoming asymptomatic carriers.

While additional data will no doubt be discovered and analyzed for ideas as to how to best reduce the public health harm and economic damage from this and future pandemics, there appear to be strong indicators that one major policy initiative of the left could have a fatal result.

For instance, had the Green New Deal and its vision of a virtually carless future with trains, subways, and bus densely packed transit developments been enacted 20 years ago, how bad might the nation have been so far? Social distancing and subway use are mutually exclusive. Passenger density defeats the purpose of the subway and any other mass transit developments.
“Social Distancing”: Attack on First Amendment!

TOPICS: Constitution  Lockdown  Neenah Payne
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“Social Distancing”: Attack on First Amendment!
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Coronavirus in a Time of Chimeras

By Mathew Maavak

TOPICS: Coronavirus DNA Genetic Modification Mathew Maavak
MAY 20, 2020
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COVID Senicide - The Overlooked Tragedy
By Brian C. Joondeph

Senicide is not a new disinfectant or the latest drug touted as a cure for the Chinese coronavirus, but instead is the systematic killing of the elderly. It’s specific to the elderly, as opposed to genocide, the extermination of entire peoples on racial, religious, national, or ethnic grounds. Another term, when used generally and not specific to Nazi atrocities, is holocaust, slaughter on a mass scale. What have we been witnessing?

Nursing homes care for the elderly and infirm in our society. These vulnerable citizens have fared poorly during the Wuhan virus pandemic. As Forbes reports,

2.1 million Americans, representing 0.62% of the U.S. population, reside in nursing homes and assisted living.

https://googleads.g.doubleclick.net/clk?ca=68ai=ChOlHa8mzZXpjXCIKS...
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